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app it will have to police for fake news and biased .... Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching in 400
cities. 10. YouTube Originals will become free and ad-supported by .... Facebook hɑs ɑ new ɑreɑ οf its ɑpp it will hɑve tο
police fοr fɑke news ɑnd ... Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities.. You can find the
stories from which FIR content is selected at Shel's Link Blog. ... Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest
launching in 400 cities .... Facebook is launching “Today In”, its local news aggregator it began testing in January, in 400 small
to medium-sized US cities. It's also now testing it in its first .... Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching
in 400 cities (techcrunch.com). 1 point by AnatMl2 on Nov 28, 2018 | hide | past | web | favorite .... Facebook must police
Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities https://tcrn.ch/2TTrKYs by @joshconstinepic.twitter.com/ .... BBC
planning online local news | The BBC is planning to launch 60 local news ... Facebook must police Today In its local news digest
launching in 400 cities.. Facebook is launching “Today In”, its local news aggregator it began testing in January, in 400 small to
medium-sized US cities. It's also now .... Facebook must police Today In its local news digest launching in 400 cities. Facebook
must police Today In its local news digest launching in 400 cities.. Facebook adds option to report conversations in Messenger
following widespread ... Facebook must police Today In its local news digest launching in 400 cities .... Facebook must police
Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities https://t.co/iQ9B79JZ8k via @techcrunch https://t.co/6gVdHGlipE..
Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities - TechCrunch. February 04, 2020 ....
DubaiHotNews.com provides the latest and breaking news from Dubai and the ... Facebook must police Today In, its local news
digest launching in 400 cities.. Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities – TechCrunch.
Facebook has a new area of its app it will have to police for fake .... Facebook has a brand new space of its app it should police
for faux ... Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities – TechSwitch.. Facebook must police
Today In its local news digest launching in 400 cities. https://ift.tt/2E0HXGl. Actions. mukesh attached Facebook-Today-In.png
to Facebook .... Internet & Technology News Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities..
Facebook must police Today In, its local news digest launching in 400 cities. TechCrunch / Josh Constine / Nov 28. “Facebook
is hoping to fill a void after ... ac183ee3ff 
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